Invitation

Conference: ‘Law and Justice: Indonesia 20 Years after Reformasi’
Berlin, 9th - 11th November 2018

The year 1998 is considered as the year of ‘Reformasi’ which marked the end of dictatorship in Indonesia. The great pro-democratic demonstrations, especially those of students, ended dictator Suharto’s power who had led the country under military rule for 30 years. The 20th anniversary of ‘Reformasi’ offers an occasion to reflect on own endeavors, to develop new strategies and eventually a chance for consolidation. This conference is dedicated to the following questions: To what extent are the demands formulated 20 years ago by the democratic movement realized? Which improvements can be seen? Are there deficits and if yes, why? Has democracy in Indonesia led to the realization of the rule of law? Which problems have emerged or intensified? Which strategies and measures exist to enhance Indonesia’s development?

The conference will be held in English.

The detailed conference programme is accessible under this link: http://www.watchindonesia.org/20163/invitation-conference-law-and-justice-indonesia-20-years-after-reformasi?lang=de

Short profiles of our speakers will be available soon.

Opening:

9th November, 18:00
Theodor-Heuss-Bibliothek
Hauptstr. 40
10827 Berlin

Speakers:
Dede Oetomo (Gaya Nusantara)
Alex Flor (Watch Indonesia!)
Siti Maimunah (JATAM)

Conference:

10-11th November 2018, 09:00
Berlin Global Village, Braustube
Am Sudhaus 2, 12053 Berlin

Contact & Further Information:

Watch Indonesia! e.V.
Urbanstr. 114, 10967 Berlin
Tel./Fax +49-30-698 179 38
watchindonesia@watchindonesia.org
www.watchindonesia.org
www.facebook.com/watchindonesia

Für Demokratie, Menschenrechte und Umwelt in Indonesien und Osttimor e.V.
Registration

Please send an e-mail with your full name and postal address to: basilisa@watchindonesia.org
Deadline: 7th November 2018

Registration fee

General:
20 Euro (for professionals)

Reductions:
10 Euro (for students, seniors, low-income earners)

The fee can be paid cash at the registration desk or via bank transfer, please indicate 'REFORMASI', (Verwendungszweck) to:

Watch Indonesia! e.V.
Account Number: 2127 101
Postbank Berlin (BLZ 100 100 10)
or IBAN: DE96 1001 0010 0002 1271 01
BIC/SWIFT: PBNKDEFF

Contact and Inquiry:
Basilisa Dengen
E basilisa@watchindonesia.org
T (+49) 30 69817938
www.watchindonesia.org

With generous support from:

Programme

Berlin, 9 - 11 November 2018

Date | Time | Programme
--- | --- | ---
9 November 2018 | 18:00 - 20:00 | Conference Opening
| | | „Law and Justice in Indonesia 20 Years after Reformasi"

Venue: Stadtbibliothek Tempelhof-Schöneberg Hauptstr. 40 10827 Berlin

10 November 2018 | 09:00 - 09:15 | Opening

Venue: Berlin Global Village Braustube Am Sudhaus 2 12053 Berlin

09:15 - 11:15 | Panel 1: Law and Institutional Reform
| | The Military in post-Reformasi Indonesia: Changed and challenged but still persistent and politically powerful, Ingo Wandelt
| | Democracy and Law on political parties, Dian Abraham (via teleconference)
| | Persecution through Denial of Citizenship: Indonesians in Forced Exile Post-1965, Ratna Saptari

11 November 2018 | 09:00 - 10:00 | Plenary

Venue: Berlin Global Village Braustube Am Sudhaus 2 12053 Berlin

10:00 - 10:15 | Break
10:15 - 12:00 | „Dokumen Berlin“ Pipit Kartawidjaja and his resistance against the New Order

Speakers: Pipit Kartawidjaja
Irina Grimm

12:00 - 13:00 | Closing and lunch

Date | Time | Programme
--- | --- | ---
12:30 - 13:30 | Lunch Break
13:30 - 14:30 | Panel 2: discussion
14:30 - 14:45 | Coffee Break
14:45 - 16:45 | Panel 3: Civil society: more political engagement?

Transparency and trust is the currency of social interaction - #SaveBangkalsland
Supportive successful impact of a social media campaign in the fight for justice North Sulawesi, Prof Eku Wand

Land conflicts and the indigenous movement in Indonesia: from resistance to rights?, Willem van der Meur

Identity conflicts in Semarang and its transformation, Yunatyo Adi S.

17:00 | Closing Day 1, Announcements

12:00 - 13:00 | Closing and lunch